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June 1997  

 

 

3   Tue    Mercury 1.6 deg. N of Moon 

4   Wed  * ATM Class, PandA, 7pm 

5   Thu  * SFCC Observing 

           New Moon 

6   Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Venus 6 deg. N of Moon  

7   Sat  * Mt. Withington 

         * GNTO Observing 

           Venus at greatest declination 

10  Tue    Jupiter Stationary 

12  Thu  * GNTO Committee Meeting     

           First Quarter Moon 

13  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Mars .3 deg.N of Moon  

14  Sat  * Oak Flat 

           Earliest Sunrise 

17  Tue  * Susie Reyes Marmon Elementary School 

19  Thu  * Board Meeting - PandA building 
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20  Fri  * UNM Observing 

         * Waldo reports due 

           Full Moon 

21  Sat  * TAAS General Meeting - Regener Hall 

           Sumer Solstice 

22  Sun    Neptune 4 deg. S of Moon 

23  Mon    Venus 5 deg. S of Pollux 

24  Tue    Jupiter 4 deg. S of Moon 

25  Wed  * ATM Class, PandA, 7pm 

27  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Last quarter Moon 

           Latest Sunset 

28  Sat  * Elena Gallegos 

         * GNTO Observing 

         * Newsletter Input Due 

           Saturn .2 deg. S of Moon 

 

July 1997  

 

 

2   Wed  * ATM Class, PandA, 7pm 

3   Thu  * SFCC Observing 

4   Fri  * UNM Observing 

           New Moon  

5   Sat  * TAAS Picnic at Oak Flat 

9   Wed  * ATM Class, PandA, 7pm 

10  Thu  * GNTO Committee Meeting     

12  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           First Quarter Moon  

14  Mon    Asteroid Ceres Stationary 

16  Wed  * ATM Class, PandA, 7pm 

17  Thu  * Board Meeting - PandA building 

18  Fri  * UNM Observing 

         * Waldo reports due 

19  Sat  * TAAS General Meeting - Regener Hall 

           Full Moon 

21  Mon    Neptune at Opposition 

23  Wed  * ATM Class, PandA, 7pm 

25  Fri  * UNM Observing 

           Saturn .02 deg N of Moon 

26  Sat  * GNTO Observing 

         * Newsletter Input Due 

           Last Quarter Moon 

27  Sun    Delta Aquarid Meteor Shower 

29  Tue    Uranus at Opposition 

30  Wed  * ATM Class, PandA, 7pm 

 

 
NOTES:  

* = official TAAS Event 

TAAS=The Albuquerque Astronomical Society. 

GNTO=General Nathan Twining Observatory. Call Bill Tondreau @263-5949 to confirm. 



SFCC=Santa Fe Community College. Call Brock Parker @ 298-2792 to confirm. 

UNM=UNM Observatory observing nights. Call Brad Hamlin @ 343-8943 to confirm. 

ATM=Amateur Telescope Making. Call Michael Pendley for information @ 296-0549. 

 

The June Meeting: "Supernovae, Part II"  

The June 21st TAAS Regular meeting will be at Regener Hall, Saturday evening at 7 p.m., as 

usual. We are very grateful to have, as a guest speaker for this night, graduate student Christina 

Lacey. Christina is finishing up her Ph.D. at the University of New Mexico, and is working with 

Professor Neb Duric. She received her previous degrees from UNM. Her research focus is the 

identification and observation of supernova remnants in nearby galaxies, using the VLA.  

At the January, 1997 meeting, you might recall Dr. Richard Rand spoke to us about observations 

of edge-on spiral galaxies undergoing much star formation, along with supernova events. His 

work was abstract in the sense that it showed us the long term effects that supernovae-

collectively-can have on a spiral. On the other hand, Christina is going to approach the problem 

of supernovae in spirals from a concrete perspective. She studied NGC 6946 in detail, and 

recognized over twenty some odd individual supernova remnants ("SNR's")! NGC 6946 has had 

5 supernova events this century, alone! She'll talk about the supernova phenomenon, supernova 

searches, and her work with NGC 6946 using radio, and optical methods. She'll also talk about 

the cosmic rays emanating from NGC 6946's SNR's. Christina recently presented her research at 

the convention of the American Astronomical Society, held in Winston-Salem, NC. This should 

be a great follow up talk to Dr. Rand's fine presentation last winter. Those of you interested in 

supernova searches must attend!  

We'll have a question and answer session for Christina's talk followed by the usual 

announcements and social hour. There will be a show and tell item to examine. If time permits, 

I'll show some pictures from atop Emory Peak at Big Bend. Don't forget to bring the cookies and 

goodies! A map to Regener Hall appears on the back of the newsletter.  

-Kevin McKeown  

 

May's "Show and Tell"  

The May 24 Regular Meeting was called to order by Mike Pendley at 7 p.m., and we got 

underway first with a slide show presented by members of the Society. Bruce Levin took the 

stage first, and he showed slides of the recent trip to Carlsbad Caverns National Park. The 

Carlsbad trip featured a cave tour, and some great dark sky viewing. Bruce described for us 

photos taken of some of the features in this underground universe-we saw various stalactites, 

stalagmites, draperies, and some famous specific features such as the ICBM, the Temple of the 

Sun, the Queen, among others. He also talked about the bat flights (but they weren't occurring 

yet). Next, Carl Frisch MC'd the slides of the McDonald trip. He discussed the state of the 

http://www.nrao.edu/vla/html/VLAhome.shtml
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/messier/xtra/ngc/n6946.html


Hobby-Eberly telescope and some great construction photos, and he showed us a fine photo of 

comet Hale-Bopp he took from west Texas. On to Big Bend, Carl described pictures of places he 

and Bruce Levin (the only other TAAS member able to make this journey- visited. Skies were 

excellent, and the cactus were in bloom! Carl was lucky enough to find and photograph some 

very unusual species.  

Next, Carl showed some photos from other recent TAAS events, including Be-Bop and 

Astronomy Day. Kevin McKeown then showed a group of slides with a Colorado theme. We 

learned a little about what observing is like in eastern Colorado, with the upslope fogs, and 

inversions. He also showed some slides of desert flora from Arizona and southern New Mexico, 

and some slides of the night sky from the New York City area.  

Following the slide show, we had an informal instrument show and tell. Kevin McKeown 

showed a new clock drive he built and Bill Tondreau graciously showed off his new 5 inch 

Astrophysics triplet apochromat. What a scope. Pete Eschman showed us his new 8 inch Meade 

SCT. Very nice set up.  

With that, we had announcements, and Mike then concluded the meeting. The social hour 

followed. Thanks to all who participated, it was another successful club presentation!  

Kevin McKeown  

 

Presidents Update  

TAAS is one of the largest and most active astronomical society in the nation. An informal 

review of my notes shows that in the first half of this year, TAAS was responsible for staging 

40+ events with 20,000+ people in attendance. During this same period of time, total 

membership in TAAS has increased from 291 to 331 (13.75%)-see graph below.  

Like most volunteer-run organizations, about 10 percent of the TAAS membership does about 90 

percent of the work. Volunteer groups can operate in this mode as long as the core group does 

not get too ambitious and/or the core group has a healthy turnover. When this is not the case, 

organizations find that things seem to go along great until burn out sets in and major portions of 

the organization come to a halt.  

Unlike most volunteer groups, member participation in major TAAS activities is very high. 

Jumpin' Jupiter, Saturn Safari, and Be-Bop are all evidence of this.  

There is another big TAAS activity on the horizon that needs help if it is to be successful. 

However, instead of being directed at the community, this activity is directed at a major TAAS 

asset. On page 8, Gordon Pegue, our Observatory Director, provides an update on plans to 

stabilize and improve the area around GNTO.  

http://www.astro.psu.edu/deptinfo/research/Ground_Hardware/het.html


The work is necessary but far too ambitious for the few regulars that make up most GNTO work 

parties to handle alone. If only a few people volunteer a day or two, the work will be easy (even 

fun) and TAAS will have a much more user friendly observatory. Without help, I am very 

concerned that this core group will burn out and access to GNTO will ultimately decrease.  

Please don't assume that someone else will step up. Please, call Gordon and volunteer a day to 

help TAAS.  

TAAS Picnic  

The Board of Directors decided to break tradition this year and hold the annual TAAS picnic at 

Oak Flat Picnic Ground instead of GNTO. There were several reasons for this-closer to town, 

more shade, less dust, and all the things you would expect to find at a picnic ground. This is the 

perfect event for new members to meet other TAAS members and `old timers' to get 

reacquainted.  

See the story on page 5 for details and be sure to call the hot line a few days before the event to 

see if there have been any changes (the board may elect, at the June BOD meeting, to provide 

additional items).  

Random Acts of Kindness:  

Sincere thanks go out to Jay Miller for his contribution to the Observatory Fund and to Homer 

McLaughlin for his contribution to the general fund.  

Thanks to Steve  

Steve Snider has served as the Society Secretary/Treasurer for the last year and a half. Steve 

called me in May to tell me that other commitments will no longer allow him to continue in this 

role. He will, however, be able to continue as the BBS Sysop. Steve, on behalf of the board and 

the general membership-thank you for your service to the Society.  

 



-Mike Pendley  

 

Observatory Committee Needs Our Help  

TAAS was dealt another blow recently when inquiries were made to determine the feasibility of 

having an outside business perform the site work your observatory committee has been planning.  

For those of you who are new to the society, we have an observatory SW of Belen and due to 

various reasons, the site is somewhat hazardous to use in the dark. Numerous humps and bumps 

in the ground make walking around in the dark an adventure. Also to be dealt with is the problem 

of soil erosion around the building foundation. The committee decided some months ago that it 

was time to deal with the problem. A very generous contribution by a fellow member stimulated 

our resolve to complete the work.  

Our plans called for a series of steps that would yield a site that is smooth and stable. Step #1 

comprises determining what area is most favorable to observers who use the site. The area south 

and SW of the building is advantageous because part of the area lies in the shadow of the 

building; a large part of the sky glow from Albuquerque is blocked. A path to the outhouse is 

also included in the work area. Step #2 is to make sure that our intended work area remains 

within the property boundaries. The next steps are where the heavy work is needed. Step #3 calls 

for scraping and smoothing the work area with a tractor and blade followed by watering the dirt 

so that it may compact somewhat. In step #4, a 2 inch thickness of base course aggregate and a 2 

inch thickness of crusher fines would be laid down and evenly distributed over the work area. 

Finally, some railroad tie planters would be constructed around the observatory building and 

some xeriscape plantings performed. All in all, a very ambitious program.  

At first, members of the committee believed that the only way the work was going to be 

completed was by our own efforts. Then one of us (yours truly) had the bright idea to contact 

some excavation companies and find out how much it might cost to have them do the work. My 

thinking went something like this: if it is only going to cost us about $1,200 for materials, maybe 

a company can do the work for $2,500 or so, complete and ready to go. Boy, was I dreaming!! 

Quoted prices ranged from a low of $7,600 to a high of $11,000! Very definitely out of our 

league.  

The long and the short of all this is that we are back to having to buy the materials and do the 

work ourselves. At the next meeting of the observatory committee (June 12 - ed.), we are going 

to complete the planning phase of the work and establish some hard dates for the work party. 

What I would like to see is for some of you new members (and some of you old-timers too) to 

get involved and come down and help us out at the work party. No experience is required (all 

you need is a shovel or a rake) and we plan on having FUN while we work. Food and 

refreshments will be available to all who help and you will come away with the satisfaction of 

knowing that you helped your fellow members and made a difference.  

Remember, the observatory belongs to ALL of us and it is available for use by ALL of us.  

mailto:mycall@rt66.com
http://www.phys.unm.edu/~egates/TAAS/gnto.html


If you have any questions or ideas that you would like to share, give me a call or drop me some 

e-mail. My phone number and e-mail address are on the back of this newsletter.  

- Gordon "DEEPSKY" Pegue, Observatory Director  

 

Board Meeting  

The May 22 Board of Directors meeting was called to order by President Mike Pendley at 7 p.m.. 

Present were Kevin McKeown, Carl Frisch, Allan Green, Jay Harden, Kevin Jarigese, Bruce 

Levin, Robert Ortega, Brock Parker, Gordon Pegue, Ruth Pendley, and Karina Running Horse. 

Also attending were Barry Gordon, Robert Williams, and a friend visiting Kevin J  

Mike opened the meeting with an announcement that Steve Snider was resigning as Secretary 

because of work and other commitments.  

Past Minutes: Steve Snider was not present, so Mike asked that members of the board read the 

minutes of the last board meeting published in the June newsletter. There were no corrections.  

Treasurer's Report: Elinor Gates was not present, but she provided a statement of the condition 

of the Treasury to the Board for examination. Total funds on deposit were $10,819.81. Education 

Fund = $2553.03. Observatory Fund = $6,141.93. General Funds = $2,124.85.  

Observatory Committee: Gordon Pegue reported that initial bids on GNTO work were much 

higher than expected (see story on page 8). This means that we will have to do the work 

ourselves. Brock had one additional lead that needs to be followed up on. Dates and plans for 

work parties will be the main topic at the next GNTO committee meeting.  

Membership Committee: Jay made 48 calls this month. Thirty calls to new members and 18 to 

expiring memberships.  

Calendar Committee: Carl Frisch reported the addition of one new school star party (E.G. 

Ross) on November 5. Discussion on whether we could support a Cub Scout campout on June 4 

followed. Since there were enough volunteers, the decision to hold the star party was made. Carl 

Frisch will be the contact. Kevin M reported that attending the state fair was going to be more 

complicated than we first thought. He will work with Fair officials and report next month. Mike 

Pendley reported that the ATM class dates were set: 6/4, 6/25, 7/2, 7/9, 7/16, 7/23, 7/30. Past 

Events: Barry reported that the Placitas event went well in spite of the clouds (see story on page 

9). He read a letter from Sharon Masterson, Board Member of the Las Placitas Association 

thanking TAAS. Carl and Bruce reported on Carlsbad, and Bruce read an e-mail from Steve 

Oaks, one of the Carlsbad rangers, thanking us for our help. The unofficial Chaco Canyon trip 

went well as did El Malpais (see June Sidereal Times Observers Report) Brock reported that he 

spoke briefly with the West Civitans what TAAS is all about.  



Future Events: Starfire, Chaco, Oak Flat, Elena Gallegos, Mt. Withington and the TAAS Picnic 

were all discussed briefly. No problems were noted with any event. Starfire was over 1/2 `sold 

out'. Kevin M spoke on the agendas for the May and June meetings. May will be a `show and 

tell' and June will feature Christina Lacey.  

Old Business: None  

New Business: Kevin J talked about forming a student run sub-group within TAAS. He 

volunteered to be the coordinator. He said he already had several students interested. His action 

item was to meet with some of the students and publish a newsletter story on the idea. Kevin J 

also reported on a request by the Rio Rancho Science Academy for a star party on October 24th 

to support their opening. After some discussion on what the TAAS role would be (provide 

docents only) a motion to support the event was made and passed.  

Gordon Pegue made a motion to require future large events to be committee run. After 

discussion stimulated by Barry Gordon, Gordon withdrew his motion and Karina Running Horse 

made a motion to form an Event Policy committee with the assignment to develop a general 

policy for scheduling and managing TAAS events. Volunteers for the committee were Karina, 

Mike, Kevin M, Gordon, and Carl. The first meeting was set for May 27 at Karina's house.  

Newsletter assignments were made and the meeting was adjourned at 8:40  

- Mike Pendley  

 

Observer's Page  

July Musings  

I think all of you who have star gazed conscientiously will agree that the Scorpius-Ophiuchus-

Sagittarius-Serpens Milky May is the most dramatic and remarkable part of the night sky. Here 

the Milky Way is at its finest, for us locally, at least. Since this part of the night sky culminates at 

about 11p.m. to midnight local time in late June to July, it is visible nearly the entire-all be it 

short-night. Naked eye and binocular scrutiny seems to be the most pleasing way to observe this 

region.  

The Milky Way of the night sky is simply the way our home galaxy-the "Milky Way galaxy-

presents itself to us. We reside within the plane-but toward the outer edge- of a giant multi-

armed spiral galaxy, that is possibly barred. It has a central hub, which in turn harbors a small, 

brilliant nucleus. Seen edge-on from the outside, our galaxy would look much like some of the 

edge-ons of the TAAS 200 list- perhaps NGC 891 comes closest. The celestial Milky Way is 

formed from the light of millions of unresolved (to the naked eye) stars bunched up in the 

direction of the plane of our galaxy: these form the "Star Clouds". Irregular clouds of obscuring 

dark matter-dust-are silhouetted against, and modify these star clouds, by giving them a patchy 

irregular look, and reddening the stars. These are the remarkable dark "coal sacks". Indeed, some 



of these coal sacks are very famous: there is "The Coalsack" of Crux, the Southern Cross, the 

"Burro" of Ophiuchus-can you see it on a very clean, black night?, and Barnard's famous "S" 

dark nebula. The star clouds of our Milky Way make the coal sacks visible- otherwise, the coal 

sacks would be invisible. A good reference is the superb photo presented in the October 1986 

Sky and Telescope, page 345.  

For most of its 360 degree extent through the heavens, the light of the Milky Way derives from 

bunches of stars that make up the disc population (like our sun), or stars in nearby spiral arms. 

However, the Sagittarius star cloud is an exception. Under a clean, black sky, as you gaze at the 

Sagittarius star cloud (or the "steam" emanating from Sagittarius' Teapot-connect the stars 

lambda, phi, sigma, tau, zeta, and delta Sagittari), you are actually seeing a fringe part of the hub 

of our galaxy. The Sagittarius star cloud consists not only of stars, clusters, and nebulae of at 

least one inner arm of our galaxy, but also of an incredibly fine grained, bright, background glow 

coming from the hub itself. We look through a window in the coal sacks, to perceive the 

Sagittarius hub star cloud. Amazing! The hub of our Milky Way actually very faintly contributes 

to the background haze of parts of the Scorpius, Serpens, and Ophiuchus Milky Way, but it is 

horribly obscured. Why is the Milky Way so wide in the Sagittarius region? Well, when you look 

towards this direction, you are looking at an inner arm, the galactic hub, and spiral arms on the 

backside of the galaxy-all bunched up! However, the hub, and the backside spiral arms are 

essentially obscured by dust. I believe that had 19th century astronomers carried out star counts 

per area vs. stellar magnitude, they would have recognized the specialness of the Sagittarius star 

cloud.  

Actually, were it not for clouds of obscuring dust, the galactic nucleus within the hub would 

shine brighter than the full moon, and be surrounded by the smooth, very bright, oval glow of the 

hub. The very center of our galaxy is located towards a point located just a few degrees north of 

M-6-but there is apparently nothing there. Even the Sagittarius part of the hub that we can see 

would be brighter, as it too, is dimmed somewhat. Indeed, were it not for the coal sacks, our 

Milky Way-anywhere along its path-would be smoothly bright, and considerably more luminous! 

Maybe it is a blessing for us casual deep sky observers that the coal sacks exist! But, oh to be 

located in the Large Megallanic Cloud, looking at our galaxy. The sight must be exquisite! 

Perhaps the spiral structure could be seen with the naked eye! The high content of dust in our 

galaxy suggests that it is not at all like Andromeda. More on these ideas in the future.  

I think that when you look at the Milky Way, you should appreciate the fact that it is just our 

home. It's like looking out into your backyard, from a window of your home, only you can't go 

out there. And remember, your own body is part of the Milky Way lest you forget. I won't try to 

tackle the idea of our cosmological home!  

Comet Hale-Bopp  

The evening of May 6th was to be my last view of this remarkable comet. It shone with a light 

nearly equal to that of nearby beta Tauri. The tail was much reduced, but the dust hoods were 

still present. Adios, amigo.  

Thunderstorm "Sprites"  



Weather observers have occasionally described an auroral-like phenomenon associated with far 

away, intense thunderstorms (see the sprite home page- ed). Upon the discharge of a lightening 

bolt, a brief luminous flare, typically reddish or rosy in color, was seen moving upwards, well 

above the top of the thunderstorm anvil. This phenomenon-called a "sprite"-is real, and was 

recently observed by Space Shuttle astronauts (see Sky and Telescope, January 1995, page 14, 

and Sky and Telescope, May, 1995, page 8). Sprites are rarely visible to ground based observers, 

but in addition to astronauts, airline pilots have reported them. They move upwards in pulse like 

fashion reaching heights of about sixty miles (about six times higher than a tall thunderstorm). 

Perhaps they are "thunderstorm auroras": an aurora-like phenomenon generated by the 

tremendous electric fields in tall, cumulonimbus clouds.  

I believe that we here in central New Mexico have a better chance than others on earth to observe 

a sprite. This is because we can observe distant, intense thunderstorm activity over eastern New 

Mexico, and Texas, after cold fronts have cleaned our skies of clouds and haze. Intense 

thunderstorms of great height have to be able to develop from say 50 miles to maybe 150 miles 

from the observer located under clear black skies. Anyway, as intense electrical storms plow 

through eastern NM, I suggest observing from near Clines Corners, or even getting up on Capilla 

Peak, under a clear, black sky. Stars should be visible right down to the tops of the thunderstorm 

anvils. Look above the storm tops for any reddish or bluish colored, brief, pulse like flare, 

resembling an auroral flare.  

TAAS 200  

Since it's July, let's try catch some galaxies from waning spring constellations, and then start on 

some summer objects. Four great galaxies to start with are NGC 4605 in northern Ursa Major, 

4631 in Canes Venatici, and 4656, also in Canes, and NGC 4725 in Coma Berenices. Their 

northerly declinations permit them to be visible well into August, or even September. These are 

all very bright, impressive galaxies, with unique features. First, NGC 4605 is a bright (mag. = 

9.6), thick, lozenge shaped galaxy without a central hub or condensation. Several irregular "coal 

sacks" or patches of dark nebulae are superimposed on the core of the nebula, and are visible in 

large telescopes. These patches give the galaxy (an inclined or edge wise) a coarse, mottled look. 

Can you detect them? What instrument did you use? Power? NGC 4605 was one of the last 

TAAS 200's we added, and it is a good one.  

NGC 4631 is a remarkable nebula. This is a huge (17 arc minutes long!), bright (mag. = 9.3), 

mottled or grainy textured edgewise spiral galaxy that has a cigar or whale shape. It is a finder 

object. The west end is pointed and tapered, whereas the eastern end is blunt, and cut off. Can 

you detect the tiny interacting companion elliptical galaxy? Very close to NGC 4631-less than a 

degree to the southeast-is NGC 4656, the famous Hockey Stick galaxy. This one is unique! It is a 

long (14 arc mins!) thin wisp of a nebula with no central hub. A curious, prominent "Dog Leg" 

bend occurs towards the thinner end, providing its name! It is an irregular galaxy- but could it be 

a spiral gravitationally perturbed by the big NGC 4631?  

NGC 4725 in Coma is certainly an overlooked galaxy. When I first recovered this object, my 

first thought was "how could Messier miss this one??? How???" It appears as a miniature version 

of M-31, in Andromeda. A large, 9th magnitude, oval nebula, it contains a small fuzzy core that 

http://elf.gi.alaska.edu/
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rises to a nearly starlike center. This is undoubtedly an inclined spiral. Two much fainter 

companion galaxies (NGC's 4712, and 4747) were easy in my 10 inch, under black skies. This 

three galaxy system is beautiful!  

Okay, now for some summer TAAS 200's. NGC 5897 is a very large (13 arc mins), faintish, 

uncondensed globular in Libra. In 10 inch and larger scopes, it resolves into a swarm of evenly 

distributed faint stars. This is a globular-not an open cluster- based on its H-R diagram. A good 

summer time showpiece galaxy is the Draco "edge on" (or the Draco Needle galaxy), NGC 

5907. This is a long (12 arc mins), very narrow, needle of light that contains an indistinct core. It 

is an edge on, spiral galaxy. You'll be amazed at this one. Globular cluster NGC 5986 is a very 

overlooked object. Moderately large, and binocular bright, this is a very rich, condensed glob in 

Lupus, just in front of Scorpius. In large scopes, this one is a perfectly round, proportioned pile 

of stars. Open cluster NGC 6124 in SW Scorpius is one of my faves! This is a "perfect" swarm 

of say, seventh magnitude and fainter stars easily visible, and resolved in 10 X 50 binoculars. It 

is full moon sized. Globular NGC 6144 has a remarkable story to tell. This is the little globular 

cluster that you see in those photos of the big globular M-4, along with Antares. NGC 6144 lies 

not quite between M 4 and Antares, and is something of a "Ghost of Antares". As you gaze at M-

4 and Antares in the low power field, NGC 6144 lies way far back in the distance. Its light also 

suffers considerable dimming from dust. Can you resolve it? What scope size? Yet, it is still 

there, despite Antares, M-4, and the dust.  

Finally, the strange "Bug" nebula NGC 6302 in the tail of Scorpius is a small, elongated, bright 

emission nebula of uncertain class. It is easy even in small scopes, and shows a good blue green 

color. Can you detect any of the "bug" structure? Good luck. Tell us what you see.  

Frosty Mystery  

I attempted to do Lisa Wood's Deep Sky Waldo for May. She described an object called "Frosty 

Leo," and it was pictured in Astronomy Magazine, May, 1997. However, since I had already 

given my May issue of Astronomy away, I assumed Frosty Leo was a galaxy. I was skeptical of 

Lisa's description of the object as being a reflection nebula. Why would a reflection nebula lie so 

far off the plane of the Milky Way, I thought?  

Well, resorting to Tirion, I found the galaxy NGC 2911 plotted 2 degrees east of omicron Leonis. 

Since Lisa said Frosty Leo was about 2 degrees north of omicron, I became suspicious. Never-

the-less, I went out on the clear night of May 6-7, 1997, and easily recovered NGC 2911 in the 

10 inch X75. In addition, I also recovered another much fainter galaxy, NGC 2912, I believe. 

This was a rewarding effort, as I learned that Lugenbuhl and Skiff, in Observing Handbook and 

Catalogue of Deep Sky Objects, regard NGC 2911 as "invisible in a 10 inch telescope". Even 

more rewarding was the recovery of NGC 2912, as it is clearly a magnitude fainter than NGC 

2911!  

Well, since I thought that I had better confirm Frosty Leo from the photo, I borrowed Carl 

Frisch's May issue of Astronomy. What chagrin I suffered when I found out that NGC 2911 had 

nothing to do with "Frosty Leo"! A reflection nebulae-of sorts-Frosty Leo might best be classed 
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as a planetary nebula developed around an aging red giant. If you've seen it, certainly tell us 

about it at the next meeting.  

- Kevin McKeown  

 

Deep Sky Waldo  

 

TAAS offers an OBSERVING CHALLENGE each month. The challenge is in 

three parts: Deep Sky Waldo, Naked Eye Waldo, and Waldo Jr (ages 5-15). If you 

meet one or more of these challenges, please call the Hotline (296-0549) or send 

mail to the editor: Mike Pendley. You will then have your name published in the 

newsletter, and be eligible for our monthly drawing for the prize awarded at each 

meeting. You (or mom or dad for Waldo Jrs.) must be present to accept the prize if 

your name is drawn. Deadline is 9pm the Friday before the general meeting. 

Naked Eye Waldo Challenge:  

The Summer Triangle-Vega, Deneb, and Altair  

Deep Sky Waldo Challenge:  

Uranus and Neptune. Uranus will be mag. 5.7-5.8. Neptune will be mag. 7.8-7.9. See Sky and 

Telescope, May 1997, p.84 for more information.  

Waldo Jr. April Challenge:  

Vega-The brightest star in Lyra.  

- Lisa Wood  

 

 

The Kids' Corner  
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by Lindsay  

We Are Not Alone  

Did you know that galaxies come in families? Actually, we call them groups-in fact the galaxy 

that we live in, called the Milky Way Galaxy, is in a group. We call this the Local Group and it 

has a few dozen galaxies in it. Even if you don't own a telescope you can see four nearby 

galaxies that belong to the Local Group, if you know where to look, and don't mind traveling to 

see them. There are different types of galaxies too. We live in a spiral, or maybe a barred spiral 

galaxy. A spiral galaxy is shaped like a pinwheel. The barred spiral looks like a spiral, but with a 

bar shaped arm going across it. There are also elliptical galaxies that are shaped like a soccer ball 

or a football. Irregular galaxies don't have a specific shape. If you can see a galaxy in the sky 

without using a telescope, you've found a brother or sister of our own Milky Way Galaxy.  

(For more information on the Local Group, see Sky and Telescope, December 1992, page 613 - 

ed.)  

 

Internet Info  

This month's Web site is The Comet's Tail, located at 

http://www.cea.berkeley.edu/~dcs/com.html. The Comet's Tail is an interactive web site with a 

wealth of information on comets. The site uses frames and provides navigation buttons that lead 

the visitor to the following areas: Origin of Comets, Characteristics, Comet Orbits, History / 

Exploration, How to Make a Comet, Upcoming Events, Gallery of Comets, Killer Comets?, and 

Comet Links Page. One navigation button will take the visitor to The Center for EUV 

Astrophysics which has links to topics like Family Astronomy and interactive units on Light and 

Spectra.  

- Michael Pendley  

 

UNM Campus Observatory Report  

May was not a good month for UNM Observing. The clouds were so bad that the UNM crew 

should consider a new profession-rain making!  

5/9 Clouded Out. 

5/16 Clouded Out 

5/23 
Even though the skies were very cloudy, our dedicated crew staffed the observatory. Eight 

members of the public were able to catch a brief look at mars. 

5/30 Skies were mostly cloudy. About 20 members of the public came out to view Mars. 

http://www.cea.berkeley.edu/~dcs/com.html


UNM docents this month were Brad Hamlin, Jay Harden, Kevin McKeown, Gordon Pegue, 

Mike Pendley, Jon Pendley, Robbin Pimbley, and Bill Tondreau.  

 

School Star Party Update  

On Tuesday May 6, TAAS visited Alvarado Elementary School . Lisa Wood presented the 

planetarium show with about 75 people in attendance. Jon Pendley and Lindsay Wood 

demonstrated how comets were made using dry ice and dirt. The school was treated to a 

computer astronomy exhibition by our long distance member John Sefick (who was in town at 

the time). Mike Pendley did his usual bang up job delivering an excellent slide show. About 100 

people came out to enjoy the stars. The sky was clear for most of the evening with some clouds 

now and then. Providing telescopes were Carl Frisch, Brock Parker, Ruth Pendley, Bill Tondreau 

and Robert Williams.  

The school star party for Tuesday May 13, took place at Mitchell Elementary with about 350 

people coming out keeping everyone very busy. Lisa Wood presented the planetarium show to 

about 160 people. Mike Pendley's slide show was very well received with about a 100 member 

audience. The weather was wonderful and the sky was clear all night. Furnishing telescopes were 

Carl Frisch, Lance Hurt, Brock Parker, Ruth Pendley, Bill Tondreau, and Robert Williams. Some 

of the teachers at Mitchell Elementary pitched in to help with crowd control, making this one of 

the best school star parties so far this year.  

On Thursday May 15, Emerson Elementary School was the next school to be visited by TAAS. 

Lisa Wood, assisted by Ruth and Steve Pendley, had about 140 very enthusiastic people visit her 

planetarium show. Mike Pendley, assisted by Craig Nelson, also presented his slide show to a 

crowd of about 140 cheering people. Approximately 150 members of the community turned out 

to view the heavens. The public was able to glimpse the Moon, Mars and some bright stars 

although most of the evening was spent dodging clouds and waiting for the misty rain to stop. 

Supplying telescopes for the event were Carl Frisch, Kevin McKeown, Brock Parker, Bill 

Tondreau, and Robert Williams.  

The next school star party was held on Friday May 23. It was a combined effort between Sandia 

Base Elementary, Chaperral Elementary, and Tomasita Elementary school's Young Astronaut 

programs. The Young Astronaut programs were led by Jerry Cross, Michael Lavato, and Kathy 

Jones. Mike Pendley presented a slide show that took a "tour of the universe" to about to about 

70 people. The evening began rather clear but it soon clouded over making it impossible to see 

anything. Oh well, better luck next year! Sharing their telescopes with everyone were Carol 

Baker, Bill Bradish, Cris Bradish, Alexander Comportie, Carl Frisch, Brock Parker, Ruth 

Pendley, Stephen Pendley, Robert Williams, and Anna Whitlow.  

I wish to say thank you to all of the people that have come out, rain or shine, to help support the 

school star parties. If not for your kindness and generosity TAAS would not have been able to 

have such a successful year. Once again thank you. If anyone is interested in participating as a 

docent for the school star parties next year, please call me at 275-4797.  



 

Maps to Future School Star Parties  

 

-Karina Running Horse  

 

34 Attend The Starfire Optical Range Tour  

It was just about 6:15 when the thin clouds of a late May afternoon began to dissipate. Thirty 

four men, women, and children of TAAS had assembled at the Kirtland Gate to await the arrival 

of Sharon Rogers who would be our guide to the Starfire Optical Range. Our bus arrived with 

Sharon and our thirty minute journey into the Monzano Mountains was under way. It wasn't long 

before we discovered the unique shapes of the telescopes glistening in a cloudless twilight.  

 

Our bus pulled up at the entrance to the modern administration building 

where Dr. Robert Fugate was on hand to greet us. He led us to the roof of 

the building where he pointed out the dome housing the coleostat which 

controlled the LASER and the dome of the 1.5 meter telescope with its 

adaptive optics.  

To the West was the housing for the 3.5 Meter telescope. Because of its 

incredible tracking speed, a conventional dome could not be used. 

Instead, a series of round rings encircling the telescope nestles into each 

other as the housing is lowered . . . not unlike a boy scout aluminum 

drinking cup. It is the first housing of its design in the world, but a copy 

is currently being constructed in Hawaii. 

We adjourned to the conference room where Dr. Fugate told us the history and inner workings of 

the adaptive optics concept. In its broadest sense an adaptive optics installation to any telescope 
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measures the distortion of incoming light and reforms the light continuously so that these 

distortions are virtually eliminated. This light distortion correction process happens at more than 

fifteen hundred times a second. There are 941 actuators which respond to the computer signals 

and deform a 10 inch mirror which is mounted in the Coude' light path of the main telescope. 

Images of the Trapezium area in Orion taken with the Hubble Space Telescope where compared 

to the same area photographed with the SOR 1.5 meter and there was little or no difference in the 

resultant resolution. When the 3.5 meter telescope goes on-line with its adaptive optics 

installation this summer, it should perform better that the Hubble. After touring the control room 

of the 3.5 meter we went upstairs to the telescope floor where the housing was lowered and the 

main mirror was uncovered. We looked briefly at the globular cluster M3 and then went outside 

to view the LASER operation. A satellite soon passed and the LASER locked on to it and tracked 

it across the sky . There followed much discussion , but soon it was time to leave.  

We thanked Dr. Fugate and his staff and boarded our bus for the trip back to reality.  

- Allan Green  

 

Future Student Association of TAAS  

As a sophomore at Moriarty High School, I've been stimulated by my interests in many areas of 

science. Astronomy has increasingly become an area of particular interest to me because of 

Brock Parker and Bruce Levin. At a viewing, several board members approached me about 

starting a student astronomy organization. I was very excited about having this opportunity. So 

far, I have recruited 5-8 members who will serve as the student board. We are in the process of 

generating ideas to give our student association direction.  

Some of the goals include: monthly meetings, adopting association by-laws, recruiting and 

expanding membership, school viewing, and educational outreach programs. I feel the student 

group would be an asset to students in the club. Students who are interested in astronomy and 

don't know where to go or who to contact for assistance would be introduced to a new 

experience. We will have an opportunity to work with our peers and strengthen the astronomical 

community. Starting a student association will be an excellent opportunity and I look forward to 

sharing my ideas with anyone who would be willing to help the formation of this student group.  

- Cassie Goodin  

 

Elena Gallegos Fireside Chat  

On Saturday, June 28th, there will be a talk and star party at the Elena Gallegos picnic area. The 

program starts at 8 p.m. with UNM graduate student and TAAS member Elinor Gates giving a 

general talk about objects that are currently visible in the evening skies, constellations, and a 

other interesting astronomical tidbits. As soon as it gets dark, TAAS members will share their 
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telescopes and binoculars for viewing. All are welcome to this family oriented public event. 

Elena Gallegos picnic area is on Tramway Blvd. just north of Academy. Admission is free to all 

presentations in the Fireside Chat series. For more information contact Elinor Gates at 277-1529 

or via e-mail at egates@unm.edu.  

- Ellie Gates  

 

The TAAS Picnic and Star Party  

This July 5 we are breaking tradition and having our annual picnic at Oak Flat picnic ground. 

There are many good reasons for this that should be obvious. Things will kick off around noon at 

the Juniper Loop. To get there, take highway 337 (old south 14) south from Tijeras to the Oak 

Flat turn off (about 9 miles), then follow the signs east for about 1 mile.  

As usual this will be a "pot luck" style picnic. Grills with charcoal will be provided. There are 

plenty of picnic tables, water, restrooms, and shady areas as well as a large playing field. Bring 

your bats and balls, Frisbees, horse shoes, or just a lounge chair / hammock and plan for a 

relaxing afternoon in the mountains. No fireworks please.  

But wait; there's more! That evening we will be having a star party for the Sandia Ranger District 

and general public. So don't forget to pack your scope if you have one. The star party will run 

from dusk till dawn weather permitting.  

- Carl Frisch  

 

Open Space Star Party A Success Despite Clouds  

In keeping with recent tradition, the May 10 event in Placitas turned out to be another TAAS 

Cloud Party, and the obvious poor observing conditions kept public attendance down to about a 

dozen people. TAAS was very well represented by: Carl Frisch, Barry Gordon, Jay Harden, 

Linda and Katie Hixon, Mike and Ruth Pendley, Steve Snider, and Bill Tondreau; our thanks to 

all.  

Despite the clouds, it was possible to catch glimpses of the 4-day-old Crescent Moon, so Ruth 

Pendley set up her 6" Dob and gave a number of delighted participants their very first look 

through a telescope. After that, the group was welcomed by the President of our hosts, the 

Placitas Open Space Committee, and then introduced to TAAS by President Mike Pendley. This 

was followed by Barry Gordon's "Introduction to the Universe" slide presentation, after which 

Carl Frisch demonstrated how astronomers use personal computers for storing, processing, and 

displaying images of the heavens.  
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The Placitas Open Space Committee were gracious and appreciative hosts, and the evening -

though cloudy-was quite pleasant nonetheless. All those present agreed that we should try again 

at some future date when weather prospects seem more favorable.  

- Barry Gordon  

 

First Report From Chaco Canyon  

 

A Chaco Canyon report came in from Lisa Wood just as the Sidereal 

Times was going to press. She reported that Chaco was superlative. 

The weather was warm and it seemed like every star in the Milky 

Way was visible to the naked eye. Lisa held four comet making 

sessions and provided planetarium shows to about 75 people.  

We should have more reports from Chaco in the next issue of the 

Sidereal Times. 

A portion of the Milky 

Way at  

Chaco Canyon on June 3, 

1997.  

Photo by Carl Frisch, 

scanning  

by Bill Tondreau. 

Original photo  

ASA 400, 12 min, 40mm  

 

- Lisa  

 

Classified Ads  

For Sale: Reflector Telescope, Celestron International Cometron CO114. 4.5 inch aperature, 

f/8.8. Call Lois Brown, 891-0081 (Rio Rancho)  

For Sale: 1990 Celestron Ultimate 8 PEC. Hard foam case and tripod, heavy duty electronic 

equatorial mount. 8x50 finder scope. Oculars: (Plossel) 10.5mm, 17mm, 21mm, 30mm (Ortho) 

12mm. Set of 6 ocular color filters. Asking $1500. Call Jim Brannon at 792-4337.  



Non-commercial ads for astronomy related products listed at no charge for members. To place 

an ad, send a message to the editor at the society PO box or send a message to 

mycall@rt66.com.  


